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Miao Qiaowei felt like he was about to explode at this time.

Long Jiu’s status is almost the same as that of him. Even Long Jiu has

to bow and salute, so how could he be able to provoke him?

damn it!

Who did Miao Cuiyun provoke these two idiots?

“Ok.”

Lin Fan responded indifferently.

Seeing that Lin Fan was in a bad mood, Long Jiu didn’t dare to say

more, and silently led someone to stand behind Lin Fan.

At this moment, the police officers were all dumbfounded!

Right now they dare not step forward even if they have eaten the

ambition leopard. If Lin Fan can’t see the background at this time, then

there is a brain problem.

At this time, Miao Qiaowei also noticed something was wrong, and

quickly changed his face, and quickly stepped forward with a flattering

smile:

“This gentleman, I…”

But before he could finish speaking, Lin Fan waved his hand

contemptuously as if driving away flies.

“Don’t worry, it’s not over yet!”

Still not finished?

What does it mean?

Miao Qiaowei instantly noticed something wrong with this.

When Miao Cuiyun and Song Donglin heard this, they were almost

scared to pee, and their faces became pale.

Obviously, I have realized what Lin Fan wants to do?

Soon, Miao Qiaowei also noticed that there was something wrong with

the two of them, and his face became gloomy right now.

“You two, what else did you do?”

“me…”

Miao Cuiyun was almost crying, and couldn’t even speak at this

moment.

Now there is no longer the arrogance and pride of before.

At this time, Lin Fan sneered:

“Your good daughter and good son-in-law said that he wants to

compare with me with more people and more people, then I plan to

compare with him!”

what!

Miao Qiaowei’s expression changed wildly, these two bastards also said

such unconvinced things?

Da da da…

just!

Still waiting for Miao Qiaowei to ask carefully, a rush of intensive

footsteps came from outside again!

Four masters, come together!

boom!

At this time, the atmosphere became more depressing and terrifying.

Obviously, they have all realized that the four masters of Jiangnan are

here to find someone!

“what happened…”

Miao Qiaowei broke out in a cold sweat, and at this time he couldn’t

even stand steady.

First is the commander-in-chief of Jiangnan, and then the four richest

families in Jiangnan?

This is so special, what the hell is going on!

Don’t say it was Miao Cuiyun at this time, even he had an urge to cry,

and he was almost frightened.

“Mr. Lin, who dares to be so bold to upset you?”

Ye Shihao directly asked sternly:

“I buried them alive!”

Puff!

Hearing this, the lascivious but courageous Song Donglin was directly

paralyzed on the ground in terror, his expression was like a dead father

and mother.

“It’s you trash, right?”

Ye Shihao stared at Song Donglin furiously.

But at this moment, Lin Fan smiled and discouraged, saying:

“Don’t worry, wait a minute!”

Huh!

When Lin Fan’s words fell, almost everyone on the entire floor was

scared to pee?

hold on?

Anyone else coming?

They were all dumbfounded. What terrible energy this young man

contains, is it not enough after calling so many big guys?

“Damn it! What did you do?”

Miao Qiaowei angrily grabbed Miao Cuiyun’s collar and roared like

crazy.

He is going crazy!

This man is terrible!

He was completely scared.

Right now, each of these big guys is an existence in Jiangnan, even if he

sees it on weekdays, he should be polite.

But now that these big guys, Qi Qi appeared, they were so respectful to

the man in front of them, as if they were a pug.

How can he not be afraid of this?

However, the more terrifying is yet to come!

Just now!

Boom boom boom!

A terrible roar came from outside in an instant!

For an instant, everyone was horrified and murmured:

“That’s the sound of a helicopter!”
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